Watchtower

When to visit
The tower was restored in 1997 and opened to tourists
as an attraction. The tour of the tower is provided
by the Tourist Information Office in Rožňava. You can
visit the tower during our opening hours. The last entry
is 30 minutes before closing time.
Opening times of the Tourist Information Office:

The city in the palm of your hand
From the watchtower there is a wonderful view of the
city and the surrounding area. On the largest square
shaped square in Slovakia, you can admire the following
monuments from a height of about 36 m:
[[ Cathedral of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin
Mary
[[ City Hall
[[ Church of St. Anny and the Franciscan monastery
[[ Bishop’s Palace
[[ Plague Pillar

Bishop’s Palace

Cathedral of the Assumption
of the Blessed Virgin Mary City Hall

Summer season:
Monday - Friday:
Saturday: 		
Sunday: 			
Out of season:
Monday - Friday:
Saturday: 		

08:00 - 18:00
10:00 - 15:00
13:00 - 17:00
08:30 - 16:30
09:00 - 12:00

Contacts
Town Rožňava
Šafárikova 29
048 01 Rožňava
tourism@roznava.sk
+421 58 7773 111
www.roznava.sk
Tourist Information Office Rožňava
Námestie baníkov 32
048 01 Rožňava
info@tikroznava.sk
+421 948 205 226
www.tikroznava.sk

Touch the history

The first public clock
from was placed on the tower in 1555, according
to which the time was allegedly measured in the
whole of Hungary. It was the work of master
Martin Szontágh and it was the most accurate
clock in Austria-Hungary. An old monument,
now defective clockwork, has also been preserved
in the tower as a technical monument.

In the past, the watchtower in Rožňava played
a permanent and important guardian role in protecting
the city. The history of the tower dates back to the
17th century. During the Turkish threats, the decline
of mining and religious disagreements between
the Catholic and Evangelical churches caused diffucult
times for the inhabitants of the city.
The main reason for building the tower was the Turkish
threat. At the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries,
the originally Gothic town hall stood on the site of this
tower. The construction of the tower began in 1643, but
the circumstances did not suit the rapid completion.
The plague wiped out a large part of the population and
so construction remained standing. In 1647, Rožňava
fell into the hands of the Turks again, so the outer part
of the tower was not completed until 1654 and differed
in many ways from today. Since the construction of the
tower was completed under the leadership of a master
from Spiš, the upper part is in many ways similar
to the peculiar Renaissance city towers of Spiš. Even
with a large part of the square, the tower fell victim
to a fire in 1766. After the subsequent reconstruction,
the tower received its present-day Baroque shingle
roof. The 38 meter high Watchtower has undergone
several reconstructions, the last in 1997, when we see
it in its beauty.

From the time the tower was built, a Renaissance plaque
has been preserved on the facade, on which we see:
[[ an older form of the Rožňava coat of arms with
three roses, with a mining symbol and with an angel
holding a shield
[[ year of construction of the tower - 1643
[[ the names of the two mayors of the town, during
which the construction of the town tower began
to be built and was completed
Above the stone slab is a stone cannonball, which dates
from the time of Turkish threats.

